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Abstract
Given a nonempty set A and we consider the possible groupoids (A, •)
with base set A. If there is no proper subset T of A3 such that the satisfaction of (xy)z = x(yz) for all (x,y, z) G T 3 implies that (A,-) is a
semigroup then we say that the associativity conditions are independent
over the set A. Szasz [4, 5] showed that this is the case iff \A\ > 4. In
this note the analogous problem is considered for categories and, as particular cases, for monoids. It is proved that if for all objects A and B,
Hom(A, B) is either empty or has at least five elements then the associativity conditions are independent. The bound "five" is shown to be
sharp.
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Introduction and results

Given a groupoid (A, •), a triplet (x, y, z) G A3 is said to be an associative triplet
if (xy)z = x(yz). The groupoid is called a semigroup if all triplets belonging to
A3 are associative. Szasz [4, 5] investigated the question whether we really have
to test if all triplets are associative or there exists a proper subset T of A3 such
that the associativity of triplets in T implies the associativity of (.A, •). If there
is no such T then we say that the associativity conditions are independent over
the set A.
Another way to approach the notion of independence is the following one.
We call a triplet (a,b,c) G A3 isolated (cf. Szasz [4, 5]) if there is a binary
operation * on A such that (a, b, c) is not associative in (A, *) but all other
triplets in A3 \ {(a, b, c)} are associative.
For example, if A = {a, b, c} then (a, a, b) is isolated. Indeed, if we define an
operation * by the following Cayley table

*
a
b
c

a
c
c
c

b
b
c
c

c
c
c
c

then (a,a,b) is the only non-associative triplet of (A, *).
It is not hard to see that if (x, y, z) is a triplet in A3 then it depends only
on (\{x, y}|, \{x, z}\,\{y,z}\,\A\),
i.e., on the equations among components and
the size of A, whether (x, y, z) is isolated or not.
Clearly, the associativity conditions are independent over A iff all triplets in
A3 are isolated. We recall the following theorem.
T h e o r e m A (Szasz [4, 5]) If \A\ > 4 then the associativity conditions are
independent over A. If 1 < \A\ < 3 and a £ A then (a, a, a) is not isolated. If
\A\ = 3 then (a,b,c) G A3 is isolated provided \{a,b,c}\ > 2.
Notice that associativity is just one identity, and there have been investigations of independence related to other identities, cf. Szasz [6], Wiegandt [7]
and Klukovits [1, 2, 3]. Now if (A, •, 1) is a groupoid with unit element 1 (i.e.,
lx = x l = x holds for all x G A) and 1 G {x,y,z} C A then (x,y,z) is necessarily associative. Referring to triplets (x,y,z) with 1 ^ {x,y,z} as nontrivial
triplets, the question of isolatedness is interesting only for nontrivial triplets.
However, instead of monoids, we carry out this investigation in a more general
setting. To formulate our result we have to introduce a simple concept. By an
underlying system C we mean a class Ob(C) of arbitrary objects together with
sets Hom(A, B) for A, B G Ob(C) and distinguished elements 1^ G Hom(A, A)
for all A G Ob(C). We assume that Hom(Ai, Hi) n Hom(A 2 , B2) = 0 whenever
(Ax,Bi) ^ (A2,B2).
Note that for A ^ B, Hom(A,H) can be empty. By a
categoroid (C,-) we mean an underlying system C together with a multiplication • with the following usual properties: ab is defined iff a G Hom(A, B) and
b G Hom(H, C) for some A, B, C G Ob(C), if a G Hom(A, B) and b G Hom(J5, C)
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then ab G Hom(A, C), if 1A& is defined then l^a = a, and if a l # is defined then
a l # = a. The elements of Hom(A, B) are called morphisms (from A to H), and
all the 1A, ^4 £ 06(C), are referred to as identity morphisms. A triplet (a,b,c)
of morphisms is called admissible if there exist A,I3,C, D G Ob(C) such that
a G Hom(^4,D), b G Hom(H,C) and c G Hom(C, D). By a category we mean
a categoroid such that (ab)c = a (be) holds for every admissible triplet of morphisms; in other words, if all admissible triplets are associative. This definition
coincides with the usual one. An admissible triplet is called nontrivial if none
of its components is an identity morphism. If (a, b, c) is an admissible triplet in
an underlying system C and there is a categoroid (C, •) such that (a, b, c) is not
associative but all other admissible triplets are associative then (a, b, c) is called
an isolated triplet. We say that the associativity conditions for an underlying
system are independent if all nontrivial admissible triplets are isolated. Now we
can formulate our main result.
T h e o r e m 1 Let C be an underlying system. If
(i) for any two distinct A, B G Ob(C)
either Hom(A,B) is empty or |HOm(A.,H)| > 4
and
fa) \Hom(A, -4)| > 5 for each A G Ob(C),
then the associativity conditions for C are independent.
A slightly weaker but less complicated statement reads as follows.
Corollary 1 Let C be an underlying system. If for each A, B G Ob(C) either
Hom(A,B) is empty or \Hom(A,B)\ > 5 then the associativity conditions for C
are independent.
As a particular case in connection with monoids rather than categories,
Theorem 1 clearly implies the following statement; the notions in it are selfexplaining.
Corollary 2 If (.4,1) is a pointed set with at least five elements then the associativity conditions for (A., 1) are independent.
We should notice that, using standard unitary extension, this corollary follows also from Theorem A. Unfortunately, computational difficulties have prevented us from reaching the converse of Theorem 1. We present only the following assertion, and raise the question if it is true with three instead of two.
(In virtue of Theorem 1, it is definitely false with four instead of two.)
Assertion 1 Let C be an underlying system and suppose that there exist A,B G
Ob(C) such that HOm(A., B) is non-empty and has at most two elements. Then
the associativity conditions for C are not independent.
Even if we could not achieve the converse of Theorem 1, we know that it will
not be valid with 4 in (ii) instead of 5, not even for the particular case when we
are dealing with monoids rather than categories. This fact is formulated in the
following statement, which is not a consequence of Theorem A.
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Proposition 1 If (A, 1) = ({a, b, c, 1}, 1) is a pointed set of four elements then
(a, a, a) is not isolated.

2

Proofs

P r o o f of T h e o r e m 1 We have to show that all nontrivial admissible triplets
are isolated. Several cases will be distinguished.
First, l e t a , b , c G Rom(A, A)\{1A}, A G Ob(C), such that |{a,b,c}| > 2. We
are going to show that (a, b, c) is isolated We pick an element (i.e., a morphism)
from Kom(A,A) \ {lA,a,b,c}
which will be denoted by 0 = 0A. In virtue of
Theorem A, (a, b, c) is isolated in S = Hom(A, A) \ {0A, 1A}. So we can define a
multiplication • on S such that (a, b, c) is the only non-associative triplet of (S, •).
Now we extend the multiplication first to S U {1A} such that U be the unit
element, and then from S U {1A} to S U {1A, 0A} = Hom(^4, ^4) such that 0^ be
the zero of the groupoid (Hom(.A, A),-). Then (Hom(A, A), •) is a groupoid with
zero and unit. Since any triplet in Horn(^4, A)3 containing 0^ or 1A is clearly
associative, (a,b,c) is the only non-associative triplet in (Hom(A,A),-).
Now
we extend the multiplication to the whole underlying system. For each X, Y G
Ob(C) such that Hom(K, Y) ^ 0 let us fix a morphism 0XY G Hom(K, Y). Of
course, 0AA is chosen to be 0A, and, for X = Y, Oxx i=- lx- We may write
Ox instead of Oxx- We refer to OXY resp. 1^ as a zero resp. unit. Now, for
u G Hom(K, Y) and v G Hom(Y, Z) we define the product uv as follows. If
X = Y = Z = A then uv is already defined. If u or v is zero then their product
is zero. (More precisely, if u = OXY or v = Oyz then uv = 0xz>) If u resp. v
is a unit, which is possible only if X = Y resp. Y = Z, then uv is v resp. u.
In the rest of cases, let uv = Oxz- It is easy to check that we have defined a
categoroid (C, •) in which (a, b, c) is the only non-associative admissible triplet.
The second case is when a G r!om(A,A), and we intend to show that the
triplet (a, a, a) is isolated. Here, in effect, we can tailor a fragment of [4] to
our situation. Since |Hom(A, A)\ > 5, we can fix one of its elements as 0^ =
0AA, distinct from a and 1A, and two further morphisms b,c G Hom(.A, ^4) \
{a,0A,lA},
b ^ c. Let us define a multiplication within Hom(AL, A) by the
rules aa = b, ab = c, lAx = XIA = X, and let xy = 0A otherwise. Then
(aa)a = ba = 0A and a(aa) = ab = c, so (a, a, a) is non-associative. Now let
(x,y,z) G Hom(A, A)3 be a non-associative admissible triplet. It is necessarily
a nontrivial one. Let us call a morphism u reducible if it has a decomposition as
a product of two non-unit factors, i.e., if u = vw such that none of v and w is
a unit. If v and w are uniquely determined, then they will be referred to as the
unique factors of u. Since any product of non-unit factors belongs to {b, c, 0^}, if
(x, y, z) is non-associative then {(xy)z, x(yz)}D{b, c} is non-empty. The unique
factors of b, both being a, are irreducible, therefore b ^ {(xy)z,x(yz)}.
The
first unique factor of c is irreducible again, so necessarily x(yz) = c, x = a
and yz = b. Thus x = y = z = a. This shows that (a, a, a) is the only nonassociative triplet in the groupoid (Hom(.A, A), •), and we can conclude this case
exactly the same way as the first case.
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The third case is when we consider a nontrivial admissible triplet (a^b^c)
such that a G Hom(A, .B), b G Hom(H, C), c G Hom(C, D) and \{A, B, C, D}\ >
2. As previously, we fix a morphism OXY £ Hom(X, Y) for each choice of
X, Y G Ob(C) provided Hom(K, Y) is non-empty; these Oxy will be called zero
morphisms. When X = Y then Oxy and l x must be distinct. Let us choose
nonzero morphisms d G Hom(Al, C) and e G Hom(A, JD) such that a, b, c, d, e
are pairwise distinct and none of them is a unit or a zero morphism. It is
not quite obvious that this choice is possible, but we can use the fact that
distinct "Horn sets" are disjoint, Hom(K, X) and Hom(Y, Y) have at least five
elements, and Hom(K, Y) and Hom(Y, X) have at least four elements. For
example, if (A, B, C, D) = (K, K, Y, Y) with X ^ Y then {Oxy, 6, d, e} is only a
four element subset of Hom(K, Y). There are other cases when \{A, B, C, D}\ =
2; up to duality and notations all of them are listed in Table 1 where X ^ Y.
The table contains the "necessary" subsets of Hom(K, X) and Hom(Y, Y) resp.
Hom(K, Y) and Hom(Y, K), and it appears that none of them has more than
five resp. four elements.

(A,B,C,D)

Hom(X, X)

Hom(X, Y)

(X,X,X,Y)
(X,X,Y,X)
(X,X,Y,Y)
(X,Y,X,Y)
(X,Y,Y,X)

{OxЛx,a,Ъ,d}
{OxЛx,a,e}
{Ox,lx,a}
{Ox,lx,d}
{OxЛx,e}

{Oxy,c,e}
{Oxү,b,d}
{0Xү,b,d,e}
{Oxy,a,c,e}
{0Xү,a,d}

Hom(У, X)
{Oүx}
{Oyx,c}
{Oyx}
{Oүx,b}
{Oyx,c}

Hom(У,У)
{Oy,ly}
{Oy,ly}
{Oy,ly,c}
{OyДy}

{Oy,ly,ò}

Table 1
Now that we have settled the case |{A, H, C, D}\ = 2; it is obvious that the
choice of our morphisms is possible when |{A, H, C, D } | > 2.
We let ab = d, dc = e, and we define any other product of non-unit factors
as zero. This way we obtain a categoroid (C,-). Notice that d and e are the
only nonzero reducible morphisms, and each of them has unique factors. Now
let (U)V,w) be a nontrivial non-associative admissible triplet. Then at least
one of the morphisms (uv)w and u(vw) is ronzero. Since this morphism is
reducible, it is in {d, e}. We can exclude d, whose unique factors are irreducible,
so e G {(uU)uj, u(vw)}. Since the second unique factor of e is irreducible again,
e = (uv)w, and we easily obtain that (it, v,w) = (a,b,c). Hence (a,b}c) is the
only non-associative admissible triplet.
•
Proof of Assertion 1 We may assume that
|Hom(A, A)| > 5 and |Hom(H, B)\ > 5,
for otherwise Proposition 1 applied for Hom(A, A) or Hom(jB, B) would produce
a non-isolated triplet. Hence we can pick two morphisms: a G Hom(A,
A)\{IA}
and b G Hom(H,j5) \ { 1 B } . If Hom(AL, B) = {c} is a singleton then (ac)b,
a(cb) G Hom(AL, B) gives that (a, c, b) is an associative triplet, so it cannot be
isolated.
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Now let Hom(A, B) = {c,d}, and we claim that the triplet (a,c,b) is not
isolated. Suppose the contrary, i.e., let (a, c, b) be the only non-associative triplet
in an appropriate categoroid (C, •). Then (ac)b ^ a(cb), so {(ac)b, a(cb)} =
{c,d}. By duality, we can assume that (ac)b = c and a(cb) = d. We will often
use the fact that all triplets but (a, c, b) are associative. If we had ac = c then
cb = (ac)b = c would yield c = ac = a(cb) = d, a contradiction. Therefore ac =
d, whence db = c. Since ad = d would imply c = db = (ad)b = a(db) = ac = d,
which is impossible, it follows that ad = c. From cb = d we would obtain d =
a(cb) = ad = c, a contradiction. Thus cb = c. Now the previously established
equations lead to c = cb = (ad)b = a(db) = ac = d, a final contradiction.
•
P r o o f of Proposition 1 Suppose (a, a, a) is isolated. Then there is a groupoid
(A, -,1) with unit element 1 such that (a, a, a) G A3 = {a,b, c, I}3 is the only
non-associative triplet; we are looking for a contradiction. Clearly, aa ^ a and
aa 7-= 1. In the forthcoming computations we will often use the fact that all
triplets distinct from (a, a, a) are associative. Several cases have to be distinguished
Case 1: (aa)a = a. Then u := a(aa) G {b, c, 1}.
Subcase 1.1: aa = u. Then ua = a, au = u, so
(au)a = ua = a^u

= aa = a(ua)

contradicts the fact that (a, u, a) is associative.
Subcase 1.2: aa = v G A \ {1, a, u}. Then va = a, , av = u, so
(au)a = (a(av))a = ((aa)v)a = (vv)a = v(va) = va = a
7^ u = av = a(aa) = a(a(va)) = a((av)a) = a(ua)
contradicts the associativity of (a,u,a).
Now, by duality, we have settled the case when a G

{(aa)a,a(aa)}.

Case 2: (aa)a = 1 and, say, a(aa) = b.
Subcase 2.1: aa = b. Then ba = 1 and ab = b, so
(ab)a = ba = l^a

= al = a(ba)

contradicts the associativity of (a,b,a).
Subcase 2.2: aa = c. Then ca = 1, ac = b, so
(ca)b = lb = b^l

= ca = c(la) = c((ca)a) = c(c(aa)) = c(cc)
= c((aa)c) = c(a(ac)) = c(ab)

contradicts the associativity of (c,a,b).
We have settled the case when 1 G {(aa)a,a(aa)}.
c symmetry, the following case.

It remains, up to b—
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Case 3: (aa)a = b and a(aa) = c.
Subcase 3.1: aa = b. Then ba = b, ab = c, so
(aa)c = be = b(ab) = (ba)b = bb = b(aa) = (ba)a = ba = b
^ c~ ab = a(ba) = a((ba)a) = a(b(aa))
= a(bb) = a((aa)b) = a(a(ab)) = a(ac)
contradicts the associativity of (a, a^c).
Subcase 3.2: aa = c. Then ca = b, ac = c, so
(ba)a = ((ca)a)a = (c(aa))a — (cc)a
= ((aa)c)a = (a(ac))a = (ac)a = ca = b
T^

c = ac = a(ac) = (aa)c = cc = c(ac) = (ca)c = be = b(aa)

contradicts the associativity of (b, a^a).

•
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